Kate Middleton’s Royal Style
By Ann Csincsak, Vintage Sweet & Chic
Kate Middleton has not only captured our hearts with her sweet
disposition and charm, but also with her show stopping royal
style. Prince William’s wife is arguably one of the luckiest
women in the world; she not only gets the everyday luxury of
wearing amazing one of a kind designers, but she is also the
future queen of England. For those reasons, we should take a
few tips from her flawless look.
The first look (image above) has been on the cover of quite a
few magazines in the last few days, but there is a way to take
this royal red dress and make it a dazzling date dress. Her
actual dress is a one of a kind Alexander McQueen, but I have
found a great alternative for the neckline, and the price just
for our readers.
1.Amanda Uprichard’s Red Silk Wrap Dress $89.95 SALE
2.Ada Handbags Red and Gold clutch $ 94
3.Stella and Dot Paradise Brooch $39
4.Aldo Suede Nude Heels $69 SALE
5.Hair This Loose wave look is so easy to do with a large
barrel curling iron!
The second look is ideal for the classic, easy style of The
Dutchess, but can also make for a great going out outfit for
any girl looking to up her status in the dating scene. Keep it
clean and classic without adding too many bells and whistles
with accessories. Kate is keeping with the spring and summer
trends without over powering the pop of color in her jeans.

*Fashion tip, always let your colored jeans be the main focus
of the outfit, never try to pair color with the same, or a
different color!
1.J Brand Coral Skinny Jeans $164
2.Nordstroms Fishtail Blazer $98
3.OPI ‘Sweet Memories’ Nail Polish $8 (MY NEW FAVORITE!)
4.Towne and Reese Maybelle Earrings $15.50 SALE
5.BCBG Low Wedge $88
6.Mac Lip Lacquer $19.95
7.Vintage Hermes Silk Scarf $295

Kate Middleton’s look will always be regal and effortless!
Take your cues from her when it comes to sleek style, without
losing your fashion edge and personal flair.

